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PREFACE

Critical analysis of Dostoyevsky usually verges upon 

philosophy. This is a difficult task, for Dostoyevsky, 

like Shakespeare, presents human beings in all their 

complexity. He rarely takes sides in his artistic work, 

and his personal thought wavers between opposite opinions 

on many basic subjects. An oft-quoted statement from his 

notebook reads, ’’They call me a psychologist, It is not 

true. I an: only a realist In the higher sense;that io,

I portray all the depths of th© human soul.3-

What he sees in these depths is a complex spectrum 

of qualities which in their totality represent the 

unchanging universal portion of man as man. But this 

totality of qualities is not susceptible to that 

distillation to the most basic which lies at the heart 

of philosophy. We cannot meaningfully express the myriad 

of basic qualities of man by the use of one tern or one set 

of terns.

1. 31 aons, Ernest J., Introduction to gygsian 
Realism, (Bloomington, Indiana university: Press, 19$$.)

?g. 134
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Furthermore, that reality found within man Is always 

composed to some extent of conflicts between drives — 

conflicts which are never fully resolved In the life of 

an individual. Often it is not a -utter of simple conflict 

between two drives which we have napped out and named, but 

a mse of qualities, drives, memories and reasoning 

processes all competing for the central position in the 

mind, the position fro;..; which the person will act, These 

are the raw materials with which Dostoyevsky dealt. toy 

attempt to encompass this ponderous weight of reality in a 

simple wtheory" such as the search for God, the conflict 

between good and evil, freedom and control, or theism and 

atheis , is doomed to incoraoleteness. His view includes 

all these conflicts and many more; his view will always 

remain closer to reality than this type of commentary — 

but tho^this is to some- extent the states ryo position of 

all literary orltloia u These works serve th© p '-pose of 

giving us greater Insight into the work by bringing the 

thought of the work closer to our experience, in si pier 

terms, or by comparing it with a system ofohilosoohy 

which it io assumed the reader knows, This is worthwhile; 

the abuses come from red~ .cing an author to a narrow set of 

ideas or using hi ; for apologetic purposes, to support the 

author’s own pet views.a person.can quote a line of the Bible.
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Shakespeare, or Dostoyevsky that will appear to support 

almost any view, hut this doss not mean that Christ, 

Shakespeare, or Dostoyevsky would actually have supported 

this view. These are obvious truths, hut necessary to 

clarify when de?.lins with an artist of encompassing vision
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CHAPTER I 
The Extremes

Til© way to gain access to a great writer, such as 

Dostoyevsky, Is to employ a conflict or theme as a point

■' the • uae of his art. Here, the point of 

contact with hia thought la a conflict between the self as 

acting for itself and the self as acting for the good of an 

outside goal.

It Is In many ways the conflict between Neitzsche’s 

will to power and Christ’a aoscage of love. He presents a 

character or set of characters who embody these two 

Ideals, and tests their nettle by putting them tarough a 

jeries of :lefortuneo or difficult situations. He has 

given us two examples of a human Christ-flgpire in Prince

yshkin and in Alyosha, In his notes, he has left definite 

references to the Prince as a Christ-flgure. But : yshkln 

did not possess enough passion and self-interest to portray 

the average ?aan*s straggle to 1 ait te the ideal of Christ. 

He is an epileptic, ’’cowed, fearf -.1, humble, submissive, 

completely convinced that he is on idiot.” I© Is a man

”drunk with humility, incapable of any action not
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intrinsically good to the point of being a defiance of 

evil.**1 2 Sils last aspect of th© Prince’s character Is 

over-ridden in the final work; it cores from Dostoyevsky’s 

first conception of the story, In which the Prince and his 

evil adversary Royoshin are one person, who is "so morbidly 

proud that he cannot avoid V.-Inking of himself as a Qod.*2 

fh© conflict was oruinally to be an internal one; the Idiot 

was to feel an intense drive for dominance, and at the scuae 

tin©', he was to despise hl:-.self for his evil actions. He 

was tc be capable of love, and-yet conquered by a desire to 

rule by whatever means he could find. If he could dominate 

by no other means, ho wanted to die on the cross or perform 

sore heroic action which would make him superior to every

one. He was to be HA Christian, and at the same tin© he 

does not believe in God.'*-' Here we find tie pattern of 

self-will which lies behind so many of Dostoyevsky’s 

characters. Pride moot find some outlet;the ho an. being is 

basically a self-centered animal seeking to impose a 

certain order upon all that surrounds him.

1. Payne, Robert, Dostoyevskyt A Hunan Portrait, 
(hew York, Alfred A. nopf,195l') Pg.2^“

2. Ibid ,Pg,233. 

a. Ibid ,Pg.239.
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0516 individual ego roust be satisfied;nan cannot act strictly 

against hluself except through a perversion of the human 

personality. But It requires a rol^ity effort of faith to 

perceive how action for an object outside oneself can be 

on action for oneself ultimately» The fact that if the 

individual recognises only that the action is for his own 

good In the eyes of others, the beneficial effect of the 

action is lost. It becomes a case of what T.3.Elliot says 

is, "the greatest treason — to do the right deed for the 

wrong reason”jit becomes a case of "spiritual pride." 

Dostoyevsky shared the findings of many others that 

Christ’s Ideal was a hard one for a modem man to follow; 

the picture of a modern-day saint was very obscure for one 

who knew the ignominious self-centered human being and knew 

how easily thio attribute of self-centeredness could be 

perverted to abnormal manifestations. ..any of Dostoyevsky’s 

characters are portions of his own ©go trying to assert 

themselves in some way, while somewhere in the background 

there is usually a contrasting figure acting through

stives of Christian love. These are th© two aspects of 

Dostoyevsky, chosen here to provide a vital point of 

contact with the substance of his art, which Is a complex 

ms© of various qualities and. conflicts within and .'.round

characters.
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CHAPTER XI
The Complexity of The Self

"His fiction conforms in part to French s 

description of the psychological novel as one in which 

modern ’writers split up their ego into component egos 

through a process of self-observation and in this way 

personify in many heroes the conflicting trends in their 

own cental life.”1 Th© Brothers Karamazov is a prime 

example of this,for each of the characters does 

represent a oart of Dostoyevsky’s own personalltBut 

these characters also represent parts of any human person. 

In old Fyodor the sensual Is in complete control; in Ivan, 

reason takes first place; Dimitri Is sensual and highly 

emotional; 3'w.erfiytikov is reason without restraint, and 

Alyosha is doing his best to overcome his common heritage 

of the other Karamazov traits, which are haaan traits

above all.

1. y ’ * 0 a t • $ >1. -ont>,. x . -12
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But Dostoyevsky at his best never sacrifices the 

rich, complexity of the human person in order to portray 

an idea or ■. certain aspect of human personality. The 

motivations of his characters are realistically co. pi ex; 

Raskolnikov is a fine example, He is primarily a man 

testing the idea of the uber-mensch before Neitssche 

invented the term, but he also has c. long array of other 

thoughts before he commits the cri. e. He considers that ho 

is doing society a favor by getting rid of a parasite who 

only takes and does not give; he thinks that he will go 

abroad and live happily with the money ho will get, 

thereafter becoming a true humanitarian in service of 

society; he is poverty-stricken and ill; at tines he is 

delirious, half-mad, and plainly irresponsible. The 

objective reasons why he coramlWd the crime are ambiguous. 

Raskolnikov io capable of higher feelings also; when a tinge 

of love finally penetrates his lonely shell of self- 

centeredness, he shovzs the colors of a normal human being 

once more; he is not Just a self-willed criminal or a 

fanatical student with strange ideas ... he io also a man 

capable of love, sorrow, repentance, and the whole spectrum 

of hu an emotions. The enigmatic Stavogrln is another 

example of complexity, a complexity which in this case 

is never solved, Htavogrin is a rich mixture of sadness 

and greatness that never can be explained by on© Idea or 

by his place In the novel.
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He Is a bad character, yet as idol of the group, his 

actions appear great and good at times ... he io evil, 

but not all had; Alyosha, on the other hand, Is a type 

of Christ-figure, but he is not to be perfect; the plan of 

"Jhe Life of a Groat Sinner” is there in embryo form;

Alyosha has pride, doubts, and the other usual human 

ailments. In a conversation with Lise, he very definitely 

brings up the question of whether or not he actually believes 

in God, and does not answer affirmatively. Prince '■yshkin 

io a parallel ; he feels compelled to go to Nastasya even 

though, he knows that trouble will result from that visit; 

ho too feels the compulsions of evil within his soul.

In short, there are no simple characters in 

Dostoyevsky, as there are no stereo-typed characters in 

reality. He paints human beings in all their actual 

complenity, ttooth in individual variations and in universal 

traits which find echoes in all of us. As Payne says, "We 

are all the brothers Earanasov." Each of Dostoyevsky * a 

creations take t eir main qualities from that common pool 

of humanity in which we all share, and each character has

his own balance of qualities built around an obscure "ego"
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CHAPTER III 
Inner and Outer —

•Hie Primary expressions of self- will

Pew children appear- in Dostoyevsky’s works; there is, 

on one hand, the nameless little waif, terribly mistreated, 

that so often symbolizes man’s ifthuaonity to man; there 

la, on the other hand, the generally grown-up type of of-lid, 

appearing in The Brothers» of which Kolya Kraosotkin is an 

excellent example. He io friphtenincly mature for a school

boy, asserting himself and his knowledge wherever he goes, 

but seldom abusing the power he has over his schoolmates.

He has assumed a definite role in life, at the center of 

his circle of schoolboys, and above th© peasants in the 

mm-,rket because'of his extreme qulch-witt^dnecs. He con be 

looked upon as a minature Socrates pla; lng gadfly, or as 

an arbitrary little tyrant who unfairly exercises his 

intellectual power over others, or even .as an adorably 

Intelligent little chap with pro is© of future greatness ... 

but regardless of his type, he displays qualities essential 

to Dostoyevsky’s view of human nature. Christ told us to 

become as little children, but it is doubtful If he meant
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tills type of child. Koyla Is a small adult, without an 

adult’s frustrations and anxieties. With his extremely 

accute mind, he can play the part of an imp rtial judge 

even for the ”grown-ups»” even soeh a one as Aloshya; 

that seems to be, in part, his purpose In the projected plan 

of the novel. However, his moat outstanding quality as he 

first confronts the reader Is his tremendous drive to find 

his own unique order of thought and to impose thio order 

on hl3 surroundings.

Koyla Is a good primary example of this phenomenon 

because his order of thought and the order he is trying 

to impose on the- world coincide. Thio is not always the 

case, as w© shall see later. In Kolya’s case, the order of 

thought he Is developing serves as the pattern for how he 

relates the rest of the world to hi:: eelf. The order of 

thought and the actual relation to the world are inter

dependent; as one changes, the other also changes, fie is 

not yet set in his way of thought. But at any one moment, 

he is trying, to impose his order of thought upon the world— 

and this 13 the Interesting fact. In looking at how he is 

trying to impose his thought, we find that th© key idea is 

dominance. olya has the position and ability to dominate 

in a rather positive, outgoing manner without being too 

despotic. That certainly is not the case with many of 

Dostoyevsky’s other characters.
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L&t us look for a oaent at several obvious degress of 

dominance whloh inter-act In Dostoyevsky*a thought and works, 

these degrees shall be a point of reference In dealing with 

actual characters from a slightly different point of view.

A. digression on the degrees of Damlnanoe 

Certain persons choose to aim toward a more or less

complebe dominance or total and direct control of their 

immediate world, This is the drive that seeks • .espotlc 

control here and now,(either on a very wide seal© as 

represented by a man)living out dartre's idea that — 

a person should naturally tend to turn surrounding people 

Into ”@n-soi* — things, in order to manipulate then as 

desired. This degree of dominance is difficult to exercise 

•and maintain; it takes a character of great strength to be 

this despotic, but It-is compatible with, and satisfying 

for, the strongest will to power or will to dominate.

If a person, .for none reason, does not have enough strength 

to aiatuia such a drive, perhaps it will be enough for that 

person to demand mutual concurrence to a certain set of 

rules. Often t e leader of a group will demand this type 

of obedience from the members, as will the head of a 

family or a member of a religion. Thio type of dominance 

is not direct control, but appeal to a higher source of 

authority than the Individual. This hither authority is 

pointed out as something that must be obeyed; often, tlie
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person or persons pointing this fact out de and Indirect 

obedience as representatives of tills high authority* This 

situation does not provide the amount of satisfaction to the 

egotistic drive to dominate thatvilrect control does, 

for it dominates by virtue of the status of the Individual, 

not because of the inherrent power of the Individual himself.

The next step down on this scale is simple 

understanding of a certain set of rules or ideas* of 

reality in general, or of individuals — tris is necessary 

for the full expression of the prior two drives; by itself 

it provides acme satisfaction, but very little emphasis 

upon the Individual as a personal center of that certain 

amount of reality which one is capable of embracing by 

virtue of his position and ability* By understnndlng, a 

person nay realize why he cannot dominate; this is a lid 

frustration, but satisfaction, of the drive for dominance 

is also gained through understanding, for an individual 

is a personal center by the very fact that he understands 

regardless of whether or not he acts by that understanding. 

The problem of "the double'" is created when a person begins 

to separate the world he -inders tends and his actual world, 

dominating in his dreams and remaining inactive or even 

sub issive in reality.

■submission to an order which the individual has not

created and does not understand is destructive to that
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Individual as such. Complete 3-’omission without

understanding is neurosis; usually a person either

understands an existing; order and adopts it as his own 

to 3one extent, or else retains son© sphere of which he is 

a part. This gives a certain amount of order to the 

person’s world, sone of which is ordered around him as a 

personal center, fie family, or sone other small group for 

those incapable of sustaining family relations , is the last 

resort for an Individual who can satisfy his drive toward 

dominance in no other way. dais is also the most c-nnmon 

manner In which an individual can relate himself to the world 

in a dominant way, in other words, as a personal center 

around who’, things are ordered. But there-are other ways 

to emphasise the individual as a personal center of a 

certain order. One of these is, paradoxically, to act for 

the greater good of what lies outside the personal center. 

This my be done with the intention of gaining tie approval 

of other persons or of a transcendent power; in this case, 

it satisfies the sane drive to dominate or to be a personal 

center, but does it in a far more intangible way; something 

called faith enters in here, faith in the idea til at the 

individual will be reimbursed for his effort eventually - - 

so that ultimately the person is still acting in order to 

dominate, in other words, to become a personal, center

through the approval of bothers, or to become part of that
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select group which will receive rewards In an .-.fterllfe.

There Is, however, another manner In which an Indlv- 

dual acts for the greater good of what lies outside himself; 

it supposedly is possible to be motivated by love to act 

for the good of another even when such action may be 

Injurious to the self. If such is the case, the drive to 

dominate Is either satisfied by the unintended approval of 

others or of the transcendent power, or else this drive 

is frustrated and cores into conflict with the drive

towards love.

Thus, we cone back to a conflict we have seen before, 

the conflict between acting for the good of the self in

egotistic self-centered manner -nd acting for th© good 

of so-ething outside the self. This conflict seems to be 

present whenever the drive for dominance is frustrated, and 

usually enters the picture whenever love appears as well, 

it is one-of the basic conflicts with which Dostoyevsky deals

8. ipology f or the .Digression

However, I n st emphasise that I as; not trying to force 

the meaning of Dostoyevsky Into the narrow and muddled 

confines of this digression; this is o*eant as a point of 

reference, not as a catalogue of types. Individual 

characters will display several of these degrees of

dominance and several degrees of conflict intensity
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Now w© shall return to textual, comment upon Dostoyevsky 

In pursuit of other facets of this basic conflict.

The strongest expression of the desire to ”order” 

all that is around the person Is, again, total and direct 

control of a person’s surroundings, th© scope of which 

deoends upon the person, .on whether or not he has "bitten
t

off more than he can chew,” A person nay not actually 

realise this degree of dominance, but the drive is still 

there. This drive is highly individualistic and even 

though a person cannot actually dominate, he still resists 

outside dominations of any sort. He is very touchy about 

this, in fact, ’file ”underground man” is an example; he 

is trying to be absolutely Independent, to have absolute 

freedom, but finds that this is Impossible, ©specially when 

he acts so publicly superior and feels so terribly afraid 

of outside dominance that he acts even more superior. 

Raskolnikov desires thia type of dominance also, but fails. 

On the personal level, a short story entitled ”A Gentle 

0re a tore"providea a striking example of a man trying to 

absolutely control another human being. An egotistic old 

pawnbroker marries an innocent but destitute young girl, 

then tries to form her as he likes. Th© events described 

are sadly realistic, leaving the reader with an Impression 

of evil at work as he constantly mistreats her in the most 

subtle but tortuous way, for the supposed purpose of
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making her Into a good wife. Finally, she co:;: its suicide, 

unable to live with a man so set on dominance that he wants 

to rob her of her Innermost freedom, her freedom to keep her 

human dignity and to think as ah© chooses.

In many places Dostoyevsky de " i with the neuroses 

and frustrations resulting from an excessive drive to order 

the world and to dominate that world. These upsets are 

complex, for their beginnings can lie in neurosis and 

frustration! the drive is then intensified, resulting in more 

neurosis and frustration, and so on. The underground nan 

is a pri e example. Insofar as he is rational, he Is 

contemptuous, proud, and desires to dominate according to 

an order he dictates arbitrarily, He is an extreme example 

of an attitude that is present at least potentially in all 

humans. A great deal of his bi ter pride results from an 

excessive rationality which causes him to analyze all . 

human motives to their last implications — which leads 

him to believe man can act only for himself. He has no 

faith at all in a human being’s ability to peacefully 

sustain himself in any order which is for the good of all 

and which thereby does not leave th® individual an 

opportunity to dominate in some way. He has cmalym 

own thoughts to such an extent that.he is left only with 

this Incessant desire to be a personal center dominating 

his surroundings. This is bad enough — but he also finds
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a strong tendency towards chaoo — towards meaningless 

dominance and towards destruction of any existing order, 

whether It be the dominance another person imposes upon the 

world, or whether It be the order of science, brotherhood, 

or 11 universal” rational ordering of the world. He discards 

as hypocrisy that order which we have yet to discuss, the 

order- imposed upon tie world by love. All order b t that 

admittedly base 3elf-donlnance Is discarded as bunk, and 

even this Is shown to be ephemeral, for he says the drive 

towards chaos and destruction Is too strong in th© human 

being to stand any order for very long. He bears this out 

In his own egotistic irratWfX behavior. The striking thing

o t it is t' ... .Aon, ‘..hat If he is only being, completely 

honest, what If he is acting according to the deepest 

Instincts of human nature? What If tills Is all that nan 

acting honestly Is capable of?’ In this way, Notes sets 

the stage for The Grand Inquisitor; it Is a bleak picture, 

for if it is true, we need look no further than human 

nature for the cause of an excessive drive to dominate,end 

neurosis, frustrations, and all the rest are merely human 

fate. Life will forever be a struggle between men to 

determine who will dominate, and who will submit while 

still trying to dominate in some way. In our digression 

upon tlie degrees of dominance, It was noted that any man 

ordinarily has some sphere in which he can be a personal
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center, a sphere In which he is Important ~ - which

means, ultimately, a sphere In which he can dominate. It 

seems safe to take this as a human quality — and it also 

seems safe to attribute ouch a belief to Dostoyevsky. In 

coming to this conclusion, however, we have touched upon 

several ideas without examining then. Is submission as much 

a part of human nature as dominance? If man desires freedom, 

what type of freedom can tills be? And what is the place of 

the drive toward chaos and destruct!on ? First,let us deal 

with the question of submission.

In fn© Grand inquisitor, Dostoyevsky brings forth a 

view that Christ misjudged human nature, that humans are 

incapable of living a life of freedom and love; the old 

inquisitor has created an order in which the great masses 

do not think or act Independently; their world and thoughts 

are ordered from above, and tliey obey without independent 

choice. He says that men are content to live this way, that 

they are happier living out the faro© written by the powers 

that know and control. This appears to say that most men 

do not want the freedom to dominate on a large scale, that 

only those elite few who can see the truth actually need to 

dominate, and that the rest are content to be submissive.

It can also be taken to mean that the old inquisitor and 

his cohorts have succeeded in fooling men, in training them 

not to want freedom, or that these rulers have
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forced them Into submission by threats of hell or other 

censure. The question arises whether or not men want the 

freedom to determine the direct! -n and value of their 

Individual sets by themselves. In looking at the rest of 

Dostoyevsky* a writings, there seem to be no significant 

passages that depict a person submitting entirely unless 

it is thro gh the process of faith and love. There seems 

to be no passage that depicts a free man of normal pride 

submitting to an external order without some sign of rebellion, 

at least a separate world of dreams where that person can 

dominate to some extent if that person can find no niche in 

reality in which he has sone Importance. Mot even in creating 

feminine characters has Dostoyevsky created a person who 

submits out of any motive other than love — and even this 

is a very rare event. Dostoyevsky apparently did not believe 

that human beings are basically s ibmissive. His characters 

usually display a strong drive toward freedom in an area 

as great as their capability of excercislng free choice and 

action. However, what does t is drive toward freedom mean ? 

Does it mean. freedom without control, without order or 

restraint — does it mean that man as Dostoyevsky saw man 

prefers chaos rather than acceptance of a restraining typo 

of order ?
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CHAPTER IV 
Chaos

Dostoyevsky recognises a certain element In man 

which resists order of any kind. This element may he 

ca lied the Irrational, ’’nature," evil, or many other 

things, but It Is always there, defying the understanding 

and upsetting any attempt to attain strict order In man’s 

world. It Is generally agreed tiiat one of Dostoyevsky’s 

strongest points was his penetration into, and masterful 

handling of, the Irrational. He was one of the first 

"to present the human being not as a well- defined, con

sistent, Intelligent creature, but as a complex of Irra

tional conflicting lapulses, shadowy vellelties, obscure
1

fears nd desires,

The sensual Impulses are among the more t nglble of 

the Irrational tendencies; Dimitri and Fyodor K. provide 

classically executed portrayals of these impulses. Dimitri 

Is shown to be prone to drunkeness and wild actions such 

as dragging the poor old man around by the beard and severe

ly heating his own father. Dialtri likes to engage in a

1
Varaolinsky, Avrahra. Dostoyevsky, (New York, Harcourt, Brace 
and Co., 1934) pp. 408-409.
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drunken orgy at the slightest excuse, engaging In reckless 

excess even when creating an orgy.

The old man fyodor has been called the most repulsive 

character In all liters ure, mainly because of his sensual 

excesses. He is a constant drinker, apparantly stopping 

only to cheat so ©one or to engage in illicit Intercourse.

He is promiscuous with every tiling but his money; even "stink 

ing Lisaveta” is a victim of his oassion. The only ti e he 

tries to be rational is when he is devising ways to screw' 

someone in some way or other. He is a masterful creation, 

not the world’s greatest sinner, but quite Irrational.

His son Dimitri almost matches hire in uncontrolled sex

ual drive, but Dimitri is still human enough to find a noble 

solution in one woman whom he loves. Dimitri finds his 

salvation through his irrationality, though; he io, us Payne 

says, moved by mysterious forces beyond the bounds of logic, 

whether he is moved to evil or to love. Dimitri’s dream 

of the cold steppe and the women with the weeping babe is 

a strange and inspiring symbol of suffering and compassion; 

Dimitri keeps the weeping b be in his mind from then on, 

resolving th t he will go to Siberia for the sake of the 

babe.

Dreams appear throughout Dostoyevsky’s works as myster

ious and powerful explanations of deeper meanings. In The 

Possessed, the strangely mad and crippled larya Timofeyevna

relates a dreamlike tale of her baby that vanished and for
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which she weeps, whether It was real or not. She speaks of 

telling her fortune, which is closely related, to later events 

she sees "ajourney, a wicked man, tr© chery, a death-bed...” 

She Is m d, but her fantasies have great meaning without 

being unbelievable. In Th e brothers R., Lisa also dreams of 

a child, but one that is crucified and screaming in agony 

while she is complacently eating pineapple compote and AlyosX 

In a feverish reaction, says that he, too, has had that dream, 

The symbol of the innocent suffering child appears ulte 

often. In The Dream of a Ridiculous bn, the homeless suf

fering waif is the provocation for a dream describing man’s 

Irrational tendency toward evil; the dreamer corrupts a race 

of innocent people on mother planet — and once introduced 

to.evil, they enjoy it and the suffering it brings about.

They forsake their former happy existence ordered by love in 

favor of a very earthly existence imbued with chaos.

Dostoyevsky constantly dealt with evil, both in his 

personal struggles and in the conflicts he creates in his 

works. Evil is always present as an irrational tendency to

ward chaos; usually its pl .ee is in the inner depths of man 

himself, but at times he embodies it in devils to enable his 

characters to engage in extended dialogue with personified 

evil. The mad monk Father Ferapont sees devils in every 

corner, but this is a gentle parady of the subject compared 

to Ivan's confrontation with his devil. The actual presence

of this devil is not to be taken too seriously here, for
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Ivan is suffering fro- ’brain, fever* at the tie; the In

tensity of his thought on how the t nglbl© prob lea of evil 

can be reconciled with the intangible presence of a benevo

lent God leads hl.a to hallucinations in which evil is per

sonified as a shabby and ohean devil, the perfect instrument 

of self-torture for the cynical Ivon.

In the Possessed, Stavrogln Is the sntanicol character 

with irrational tendencies. His strange behavior in the 

first chapters of the novel, martially explained by his 

strange sickness, sets the stage for his later blatantly 

evil actions; nulling Pyotr Povloviteh by the nose and biting 

old Ivan ossipovltch’ a ear cores fro the a cue sick and ir

rational impulses by which he *leads his flock of swine into 

the sea’ and becomes reponslbl© for the death of th tov.

Rogozhin from The Idiot is another irrational, highly 

passionate character who tends toward evil. His final and 

shocking murder of Nastasya is th© logical culmination of hl3 

overdue passion for her, but there is only the most primitive 

sort of stark logic involved in his reasons for murdering 

her. Payne compares Rogozhin to a rderous and tyrranl- 

cal Iago,” who io haunting "a gentle .Don Quixote.” The Prince, 

too,is irrational at times, going against what he feels to 

be best, nd acting because of shadowy impulses toward good. 

The ’’Undergro.md fan" .cakes many direc t statements' concerning 

the irrationality of nan, how nan would rather turn the 

tables on his fellows than live up to trust, end how man,
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again, will destroy any order he is placed In ultimately - 

or else a strict order will destroy man, as he says a 2 -+- 2 

civilization will, by carrying the restraints on freedom to 

excess. He says th t man needs and will have a bit of chaos 

nixed with his order. I*lan is not predictable.

Dostoyevsky knew tt|© nature of irrational nun y look

ing Into himself) but he came f<r from knowing everything 

of his interior states. Along with other 1 rational trends 

and conflicts, his epileptic fits were a constant source of 

ystery to him. He speaks of "atretic 1 horror" or "mystical 

sadness" and a great sense of guilt foilswing the attacks. 

Freud explained the epileptic attacks as a "symptom of his 

neurosis," which he thought was a strong Oedipus couplex, 

resulting in suppres ed guilt, 'which was released by an 

’affective* type of epileptic tt .ok - as opposed to on or

ganic type of attack. Dostoyevsky’s attacks, according to 

Freud, were masochistic) la thio type of attack, the super

ego takes on the sadistic qualities of the father, aid the 

ego identifies with th© father In a different way - tlie wish 

for the father’s death (Inorder to replace the father) be

comes symbolic?lly actual in the ego, which punishes itself 

by imagining that since it wanted to be the father, it now 

is the father, and that the father is now dead — which causes 

both a momentary great Joy and severe self-punitive and de

fensive reactions. The mechanism of the epileptic attack

is the means of the neurosis "to get rid by somatic means of
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amounts of excitation which It c nnot do-.1 with psychi- 
2

cally." fiie Brothers faruaag.ov with, its strong theme ox 

oarracifie is cited as background proof for the exaggerated 

Oedipus co: pier, and some traits of Fyodor Karamazov can be 

likened to the character of Dostoyevsky*s father, who In 

the last period of hia life, after the death of his wife, 

became very ereul, drunken and sensual, and was finally 

eaasoulated and killed by a revengeful group of his own 

peasants in rat ?ra for his oruely. On the other hand, "Be

tween Fyodor larams.zov and the doctor there is no physical 

resemblance, nor any common ground of experience. Ihe stern 

precise doctor who roved like clockwork is the antithesis 

of the garrulous old reprobate who kept innumerable distress

es, n-•-'eked at everything under the sun, and showed a devilish
3

cunning."
It cannot be doubtei, tho gh, that his father’s character 

and grotesquely ereul murder had an influence upon Dostoyevsky; 

it is one more gllapse into the depths from which Dostoyevsky 

drew the subjects of his art and thouglit. As for his strange 

disease of epilepsy, the least that cun bo said is that it 

and kindred "brain fevers," delirium, etc. always played an

p""""
Freud, Jlg.uund, "Dostoyevsky nd Parricide," from lostoyey 
ed. Rend1 Wellek, (Englewood Cliffs, K.J., Prentice-Hall, '.902)

3
Op. Clt., Payne, p. 346.
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Important role la his major works, after connected with the 

most mysterious events - daerdyakov the parr&clde and suicide 

was an epileptic, and apparently one whose mental states 

greatly influenced his physical fits. In all these examples 

of the irrati nal, the fore-going com: ents upon self-will 

and the drive for order and dominance play a vital role; the 

two facets Interlock as parts of hum.-.n nature, and cannot 

be entirely separated in reality. Neither cn man be sep

arated entirely from "Nature" , that primitive order which 

connects nr n with his world in a way th t lies beneath 

rationality and which defies logical analysis.

Dostoyevsky felt strong and mysterious ties with the 

earth and the forces of "Nature". On one hand, we find .many 

references to " other Earth" s the source of life and re

newal, and on the other hand, we find his reaction to 

Holbeinr s painting Qhrlstus iga Grabe, which made a tremendous 

impression upon him.

The picture haunted Dostoyevsky. It was for
him the most majestic and terrifying of all
paintings of Christ. When he saw It for the
first time he was spellbound, with the look
of terror on his face which could be seen just
before an epileptic attae- . To Anna, who took
refuge In another room, and scarcely dared to
look at the painting, he said afterwards "Such a
painting can make one loser one’s faith."4

Th© idea that the painting ":' -Id make one loose one’s

faith" comes from the gha/tly appearance of the dead Christ.

K
_l2u—Emai-xu Payne, p. 246
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"This is th© Christ who will not rise again, or if he does,

it is only toy a airhole so great that in th© process the 
5entire earth will be shattered and reformed.” " The great 

irrational principle which Dostoyevsky saw expressed in this 

painting represented a mysterious but definite force for 

hl:..-, almost the antithesis of ” mother earth”J though large

ly indefinable, it is th© mysterious force behind the pro

cesses of death nd decy. It is a very real principle in 

the world. later, Dostoyevsky discusses the painting and 

this force through the words of Hippolyte in The Idi~t:

There still is a look of suffering on his face, as 
though the agony were still present, and nothing 
has been, spared. It is altogether natural, and any 
dead body - one who had died in great suffering - 
might look like this.

I know that the early church laid it down that 
Christ suffered actually nd not symbolically.
His body on the cross suffered according to the 
laws of nature. In th© painting the face is 
terri; ly mangled and swollen, with bruises which 
are bleeding, the eyes wide open and squinting, 
the whites having a dead and glassy appearance.
But what Is strange above all is that when one 
gases upon the dead and tortured body, one finds 
oneself asking a peculiar question: If this 
dead body were seen by the disciples, toy the 
future apostles, by the women who followed Him 
and stood by the Cross, by all those who believed 
in Him and worshipped Him, how could they have 
believed as they gased upon Him that He would 
rise again?

And so we are gripped by the thought, whether we 
like It or not, that there is no way to overcome 
the laws of nature or the horror of death. If He

Ibid.
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could not overcome them, how can they ever be over
come? During His lifetime He overcasie all nature, 
and Nature obeyed Him, and He said falltha. Cwal, 
and the maid rose from the d© a, and "lie sa£3T tna- 
arua, come forth a and the dead man rose from we 
dead at rfi's ’ suru.xons. But when we look at th© 
pr inting we see nature as sou© enormous, 1. plac
able and dumb beast or, to p t it even more correct
ly, however strange It nay seem, as some huge 
mechanic-,1 engine of modem days which has senseless
ly seised and crushed and swallowed up a great and 
precious Being, a Being ’worth all of nature and 
her laws, worth the entire earth, whloh w ,s prehaps 
created merely for the sake of His coming.

There la In that painting an expression of blind, 
dumb, eternal unreasoning power, and all men and 
everything in the world is subordinate to tiiat 
power. No on© who gases atrthe painting can ©scape 
the knowledge of this power.0

The force which Dostoyevsky saw expressed in this paint

ing is one of the basic Influences on his thought. He saw 

this force within man as well as in the world - he saw th© 

drive toward order and dominance In the individual most 

accutely, but knew th t man and the world conf ined too 

much of this massive dunb force c lied Nature to ever sus

tain a harmonious and universal order built upon the princi

ple of self-interest and self-dominance alone, though he 

also realised that the fierce drive of th© individual to 

impose his unique order on the world would always have to 

be taken into account when dealing with ra?n. He saw th© 

possibility of a principle beyond self-interest, saw and 

believed in Christ’s message of love, but when confronted

lie Idiot, Part III, Chapter 6.
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by such a fierce expression of thet ’’blind, .dumb, eternal 

unreasoning power* which is also a principle in man and the 

w 'rid, his faith was inevitably shaken. lie "actions rais

ed are obviousi Is such a Being as Christ actually possible? 

Is man capable of following such a message as Christ’s? And 

how con there be Justice in a world ruled by the dumb Is- 

pi pable force of Nature1

The power of Nature was troll borne out by Dostoyevsky* a 

investigation of man. Be caw within man a great impenetrable 

layer of irrationality, a covered but genuine spirit of 

destruction, a hidden love of chaos and evil. The figure 

of Pyotr Verkhovensky is an extreme expression of this side 

of human nature. Destruction for destruction’s sake is his 

creeds
One or two generations of debauchery are essential now
?bil nan turns into a filthy, cowardly, creul, vicious 
reotile. That’ a wh t we need ’. And what’s more, a 
little ’flesh and blood’ tint we nay grow accustomed
to it.... We. will proclaim destruction ...........fhy, why
has this idea such a fascination? But we must get a
little exercise; we must......... -e’ll set fires. We’ll
set legends going.... ..And then the uprising ’. There’s 
going to be such an upheaval as the world has never 
seen before ’. Russia, will be plunged into dar'eneso, 
and the earth will ween for th© old gods Our
party does not consist only of those who commit • rder
and arson......... a teacher who laughs with children at
their God and at their cradle Is on our side.... The 
schoolboys who murder a peasant for the sake of sensa
tion are ours. — ‘

In fffie House of the Dead, Dostoyevsky speaks of "people

The Possessed, Part III, Chapter 3.
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who are greedy for blood Ilk© tigers.'’ H© say3 tm-t once 

a a n has tasted unlimited power over others the taste turns 

to a mania, controlling the person; "Blood and power inton- 

loate; from then comes the most ©;:■■ ulsite brutality and lust. 

This Is a conversion or the desire to personally i- pose order 

and to dominate; with blood, the urge become 'irrational.

But the above Quoted spirit of c-qo ..x^nc uio.-y, though irrational 

also, is different. It is a desire to erradic .te all order, 

regardless of its origin; it contains a b sic disgust with • 

humanity and civilisation, and ^refers noth.hignesc to the 

present order of things, which it considers cheap, ignoble, 

and worthless. What answer it possible in the face of ouch 

tendencies? What is there for the acre noble spirit of 

nan to feed upon in the midst of such on overwhelming mas© 

of conflicting Irrational drives toward chaos? Dostoyevsky’s 

answer lies in the message of Christ that man should find 

life by love. This is the other side of Dostoyevsky, the 

side th t gives light and dimension to the dark flat world 

of self-will and chaotic nature.
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CHAPTER V
Inner and Outer - Love

and Redemption

Christ was a constant source of inspiration to 

Dostoyevsky. In a letter written soon after he w .s re

leased from prison, he states that Christ is the finest pos

sible ideal:

And' yet God sometimes sends m© oonents of oonplet© 
serenity. It is in such moments that I have composed 
In ay rind a profession of faith, in which everything 
In clear and holy. This profession of faith is very

simple. This is what it is: to believe th .t there is 
nothing finer, deeper, sore lovable, more reasonable, 
braver, and more perfect than Christ; and, not only 
there is nothing, but, I tell myself with a Jealous 
love, there carnet be anything. ; ore than that: if 
anyone hod told me that Christ is outside truth, and 
if it hod really been established that truth is out
side Christ, I should have preferred to stay with Christ 
rather than with truth.

Thio Inspiration and faith, however, was not arrived 

at without n?ay momenta of uncertainty and disbelief, it Is 

the opinion of many writers th t even toward th© end of his 

life Dostoyevsky still wavered in his beliefs, still vacil

lated between positions and he experienced the ravages of 

Inner conflicts. At tires he was an Ivan 'hrrestlin ; with 

his an .-el”, t other times a Aosalao confirmed in his faith. 

Theo® ideas ar© only conjectures, however; we also know that 

he died with th© sacraments of the orthodox church, preaching

De Luboc, Henri, The prana, of Atheist Humanism,, (Cleveland, 
The World ’:ibllshin- Co., ) p7 Io5.".
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Christian sesaa^es to his favlly. t the very "east, he 

believed In Christ as the most worthy pattern for hwnaii 

beings to follow. One do.-.bt connected with this belief, how

ever, Is the question, raised very explicitly in *‘rfne Grand 

inquisitfer**, of whether or not man is capable of living 

the ideal of Christ, and how natural or how strenuous such 

a life actually is. In dealing with this question, Dostoyevsky 

created several earthly images of Christ.

Prince r^shkin, the ’’fool" of Christ, is referred to 

In the notebook.3 for Ihe Idiot several tines slaoly as Christ - 

the intention is wr al stakeably to :'-se him as a symbolic Christ. 

He is a son somewhat remote from ordinary life; he has been 

out of circulation In a samtorlum for two years, and it 

seems he has never engaged In normal worldly pursuits. He 

he3 an epileptlc-like disease, ie always a dreamer, and even 

at, th© beriming of the book he seems a slight bit md, 

Dostoyevsky apparently felt these traits to be necessary for 

the portrayal of a human replica of flhrlat. In ways, the 

Prince can be said to be masochistic; he is In direct contrast 

to tuahin v?ho says In Gripe ;:nd rent, “Love yourself

before everyone else, for everything in the world is fc sed 

on self-interest.’’ 'J5w Prince is pre-octrfpled with the good 

of others; self-abnegation is one of his prim© characteristicjs 

he suffers abuse from many, but does nothing about it. H©

forgives all, looking only for the good in man, loving all
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reg .rdlosa of their sins. This, of course, drives him to a 

state very close to insanity. This is perhaps the most 

haunting aspect of the whole hook- Th© Prince has planted 

many seeds of good, but has also been the indirect canoe of 

much evil while he was trying to do good. Also; ractically 

no one in th© book recognises him for what e is - to them, 

he is still a fool - nd that explains his strange actions.

He takes th© guilt of all upon his shoulders, and forgives 

all, but is not appreciated for it and goes mad doing it.

Tills is not a pattern possible for ...an in general. The 

Prince remains remote from the great mass of men.

Alyosha is a more human attempt at portraying good

ness. He has inherited the garamaov passions, and moves 

in society tinged with all sorts of pe-'-versions. He is young, 

and innocent in many ways, but sincere in his attempt to 

love and attain goodness. He does no wrong and even ac

complishes cult© a bit of good, but this is not fulfilling 

hia potent! 1. d© has left the realm of worldly events and 

has retired into the seclusion of a monastery, away fro;:: 

ordinary life and men; this Is not the best he can dot

In trying to evade temptations and suffering.
Alyosha misses th© whole purpose of earthly life.
Father Zossl.ua, sending bin into the world, ex
plains to bin, "Life will bring you a ny misfortunes, 
but you will find your happiness in them, and you 
will bless life." For the sake of suffering Alyosha 
.not leave the nonastary. From his own experience 
in life, he oust cose to realise that he is guilty 
of the sins and suffering of others,os Father

Zossl.ua
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gcsclua advises him? he must understand and 
shoulder the reponsiblity for their failings, 
and finally beeore their teacher.

When he properly accepts his burden in the world of 

common men, Alyosha may become a true saint* a convincing 

specimen of human goodness modeled upon Christ. Dostoyevsky‘ a 

projected pion for the novel was to fulfill Zossiiaa’s 

prophecy - Alyosha was to fall, suffer, and rise again as a 

full and strong Saint.

Zossima himself had been in the world, had eng' ged in 

normal worldly functions till he realised that there was 

greater meaning to life. After refusing to shoot his opponent 

in a duel because he realised it was only false pride that 

led to the duel in tine first place, Zossima turns to the 

path of ’holiness and penance’ - and does a great deal of 

good in his lifetime, though it io within a monastery and 

partially away from the world, Zossima is supposedly Justi

fied In retiring into relative seclusion, for he has suffer

ed and realised his guilt. He wants to help others? he wants 

to order the world according to the principle of love, which 

includes very few set rules, leaving other human beings free 

to think and act as they choose. He does not want to dm 'inate 

personally, but to live his life as an example of goodness, 

to be a normal man in the world but to spread the seeds of

9
Pachmuss, Temira, F.»Ik . Dostoyevsky, (Southern Illinois 
University Press, p. "162. '
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love wherever he goes. He has realised the example of Christ, 

and la apparently living up to It.

The question arises whether Zossitaa’s life and message 

Is Dostoyevsky’s last answer to on’s nature and destiny. It 

seems unlikely that It is except in an ideal way. Zossiraa is 

on exceptional man, another relatively ideal being whose 

nature enables him to better live the precepts of Christ than 

the average man.

Ivan la a different sort of an. He sees injustice in 

the world and in man, symbolised for him by the suffering of 

the Innocent, especially children. His question Is how can 

a Cod be the author - f in and suffering; he thinks if a 

Cod is the author of these tilings, it is better to deny Cod 

or to destroy himself. He declares that he must have justice, 

here and now where he can see it; he does not protect because 

he hatec the idea of Cod, but because he feels that men have 

been wronged in being brought into their present state of 

existence. He loves humanity - but he sees individuals as 

very unworthy and base - it is a paradox that has him trapped, 

and he finds no way out of It until he sees his own guilt - 

but immediately after that, he lapses Into an attack of 

"brain fever." His fat© is uncertain, but we do see that h© 

has discovered th t understanding the order of things is not 

necessary for aotlon, if there is faith In what a person is 

acting for. Even though there are mysteries that will never 

be solved, a man can still act by the principle of love for

©n. But this cun never be done In Isolation and cm never
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be understood by the cold three of t'c lonely Intellect.

Ivan’s story Is a amo.ll tragedy In Itself; Ivan suffers but 

gains knowledge and strength by doing so. Whether he finds 

belief or not is uncertain.

Dir.ltri is perh -.ps the most interesting case of rederap* 

tion of all the brothers, for in Dimitri we see the full 

force of violent n t re at work. He v cilia ,es between 

gross sensuality and the highest principle of personal honor, 

between action directed to achieve the greatest good, and 

mean acts of v nity; between .outbursts of violent Irrational 

temper and a morose sentimental guilt. He is a remarkable 

picture of a highly passionate man, at tines a ran who feels 

the truth of situation deeply and reacts with love and 

compassion. de plainly states he is willing to suffer for 

all, for he is guilty of all - h© a .ys he will go to Siberia 

for the sake of his vision of suffering hum nity - "for the 

sake of the babe," who crys in its mother’s arms on the cold 

steppe. He is sincere - but the question thet Dostoyevsky 

put to us long before still arises. Is he capable of being 

good? Can, he overcome nature nd himself by love? fixe question 

is unanswered, but we are left with hope - If the dead Christ 

rose, then Dimitri.... and the rest is p to the Dimitris in 

the world.

Redemption from self-will and chaos is possible; we

cannot help but gain this from Dostoyevsky * s thought. 'fixe
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Way is best laid out in '.Ixc . brothers . r x. xmv, called 

"the fifth goapel" by I. E. Lawrence; this way includes the 

realisation of common and individual guilt for the evil 

and suffering in the world, which leads us to accept suf

fering and to forgive - to forgive all, and to love all, 

with compassion for their suffering. This order is reversi

ble and subject to variations in degree; we ©ay love and by 

loving learn to forgive and accept suffering, because of 

our guilt In hu ‘ting the thing loved - it is a spiraling type 

of order, not imposed upon individuals, but Planted, like a 

seed below a wide trellis; which, if w .tered, will naturally 

choose to sprout and climb the trellis. But "to love" is 

still intangible, and still very hard to do, no matter wh-1 

we think it means:

To love- the perfect man, the new Adam, as Christ 
preached him is easy. What is difficult io to 
love those whoxx one cannot respect. The Grand 
Inquisitor pities humanity precisely because it is 
so miserable, so abject in its weakness, in its moral 
squalor and meaness.' His ‘love* is utterly different 
from Christ’ a love of mankind, yet in its own w xy it 
is heroic.x '

The Grand Inquisitor still has a point, one which 

Dostoyevsky felt deeply. The old nan soys th t he used to 

be proud, that he once felt croud to b© among the elect, 

the saints of God, but that he c m:© to his senses, renounced 

pride, and turned back to lead the masses, in order to make

10 ‘
L&vrin, Janko, Dostoyevsky, (Mew York, The Macmillan Co. , 
19^7) p. 136.
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them happy by absolving them of the reaponsib11ty of exercis

ing that terrible Inner freedom, given by Christ* which 

causes them so such suffering. Is he justified? Dostoyevsky 

does not say. He gives the opooslte argument In Zosslru’s 

story, but who c n say whether he thought the Grand Inquisitor 

was completely wrong? The best we can say Is th t Dostoyevsky 

was a firm believer In th© Justice of giving men freedom, 

©specially moral freedom; (His views on government cannot be 

taken as ultimate). He repeated more than one© the idea 

that the suffering resulting from freedom of choice is help

ful In finding oneself and In cultivating love. It seems that 

ultimately we must leave other persons free to build their 

own order In the moral sphere, or else we steal their most 

precious freedom. We should Inspire others to satisfy 

their drives according to the principle of love - with which 

excessive dominance conflicts. love is founded upon aa. 

different part of man’s being than self-will; love is an in

tangible element built upon will and faith, a peculiar ’’mode 

of thought”.

It is a transcenslon of the subject. In this state of 
mind we recognize the other Ego not as our object, but 
as another subject. It Is therefore, not a mere 
peripheral extension of the bo.mds of individual con
sciousness, but a complete Inversion of Its norm: 1 
system of coordinates.

'he authenticity of this transvaluation is demonstrated
orb.arily in one’s inner life: in the experience of 
true love (which is the only real cognition, for the 
very reason that It Is bound up with absolute faith 
In the reality of the beloved); and, more generally,
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In the self-surrender or self-renunciation with which 
the path03 of love is inforiaed.

Hie spiritual penetration finds its expression in the 
unconditional acceptance with our full will and 
thought of the other - existence — in "Thou art". If 
this" acceptance of the other -existence Is complete; 
if, with and in tils acceptance, the whole sub- 
stance of ry own existence is rendered null and void 
(exinanitlo), then the other-existence ceases to be 
an alien "Thou"; instead» the "Thou" bee or a .another 
description of ray "Lgo”. "Thou art" then no longer 
means "Thou art recognized by me as existing", but 
"I experience thy existence as ray own, and in thy 11
existence I again find myself existing. Eg ergo.. ■ .

If we overlook the tendency toward a loss of individ

uality expressed by this author, I think that the statement 

comes very close to the substance of love, based on the ul

timate common ground of human makeup. This is love, and

love is the final message.

Ivanov, Vyacheslav, Freedom .and..the..Tragic_.JJ.fe, (New York,
Hie Noonday Press, 1952) pp. 27"29.
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CHAPTER VI
Conclusion

The conflicts expressed In Dtfstoyeveky are legion; 

the points of contact brought forth here barely scratch 

their surface. Dostoyevsky vacillated between positions 

for touch of his life, and comprehensive statements of his 

position are at least partially false. The import nee of 

self-will, the drive to order and dominate, was always in 

his mind, is was the chaos of unreasoning nature with all 

the strange convolutions of human action which these facets 

can produces the Ideas of love, suffering, and redemption 

were not fully arrived at of completely expressed until 

late in his life; even then, these last aspects are wrap

ped in a very realistic complexity. He was, again, a 

'’realist in a higher sense", dealing with ultimate Issues in 

their natural contexts - which are far fro simple or single. 

Dostoyevsky is a difficult artist to properly analyze, but 

my amount of effort which is expended upon him is amply 

rewarded.
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